The announcement that the General Education Board in New York has given the University $8,000 in order that the work of the training school might be carried forward came as a pleasant surprise to all those interested in the institution.

When the Legislature failed to appropriate any funds for the maintenance of the training school the hopes of those who had worked so hard to get the magnificient structure for Carolina died almost overnight.

The University and all those connected with it should be thankful to those who are responsible for this gift.

May Carolina graduates of the present take this gift to heart.

The Activity Fee

"Campus extra-curricula activities are to a college what pictures are to an art gallery. As essential requisites of a college, their growth and development are absolutely necessary to the state and interested onlookers is class room progress. And, it is consequently, the influence wielded by campus organizations, that largely determine the rank of the college, in comparison with the institutions of the same level.

The above is quoted from the "Johnsonian" of Winthrop.

The student opinion at that college is according to this editorial in favor of the solution of the problem of the financing of organizations by means of a student activity fee.

There has been recently much criticism of the activity fee at the University recently both by the students and by the patrons.

A continual small drudgery would be exerted on the incomes of the students which would in the end finish by exceeding that wholesale price offered for all activities at the beginning of each semester.

The Marshal's Office

The letter copied last week's Open Forum column was one that expressed the sentiments of many who live on the campus. The janitor, while there is mention of a proponent of such a column in the campus, for instance frequently gets through with his "work" by twelve o'clock.

And the janitorial service is not all that is wrong with this department of the University.

While the authorities are economizing in all departments of the University, it might be well to investigate the activities of the Marshal's office and see there instead of some of the services that are better conducted.

We venture to say that the compiler of "Lord, You Made the Night Too Long" never worked on a college newspaper staff.

Carolina politics would do well to recognize their sister politics at Columbia College. In the recent election of the student body president, the two candidates were ruled ineligible to vote in the election by a counsel composed mainly of campus students. Why? Because the day students favored a day student president.

In the Home Journal of the General Assembly of South Carolina in 1723, there is mention of a proposal to establish a college in the Province of Carolina, the Carolinas not then having been officially separated. This proposal which came to naught at that time, led to the founding of the University of South Carolina in 1801.

CROWING FOR:

News Bureau—Even a great University must advertise.

Student Advertising Building—This is the only way by which student activities can be properly centered and administered.

Football Stadium—needed addition to the University's equipment.

Preserved Sidewalks—Not only a need, but an immediate necessity.
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